UNIFORM LIST
School Uniform Suppliers:
National Schoolwear Centre, 96, Hamlet Court Road, Westcliff-on-Sea, SS0 7LP, 01702 330300
Pauls Discount Clothing, 38-40, Southchurch Road, Southend-on-Sea, SS1 2ND, 01702 466431

Compulsory items
Maroon blazer with Academy logo
White long or short sleeved shirt with top button fastened
Academy tie
Black school trousers. If a belt is worn it must be plain black with a plain buckle
Knee length black box pleat or A line school skirt or tailored black trousers
Footwear - Plain black shoes, low heeled, closed in shoes which are safe and suitable for inclement
weather. Laces and stitching must be black. No gold or silver straps or buckles. NO PLIMSOLES OR
TRAINERS Shoes only with skirts, no boots. Ankle boots only allowed when worn under trousers.
Black opaque tights or plain black socks
Optional items
Maroon V-neck jumper with Academy logo
Physical Education
AKOA Maroon/Black Polo Shirt with Academy logo
AKOA Black Action Shorts with Academy logo
AKOA Black Pro Football socks
AKOA Maroon/Black Reversible Rugby Shirt with Academy logo
AKOA Maroon/Black Sports Hoodie with Academy logo
Black Swimming Costume
Black swimming shorts (no logo)
Red Pool cap
Football boots
Shin pads
Gum shield for Rugby
Black jogging/tracksuit bottoms (optional)
White ankle socks (summer only)
Cycle Helmet: Students who cycle to the Academy must wear a cycle helmet.
Equipment Expectations: pencil case, black pen, pencil, eraser, sharpener and ruler.

OTHER UNIFORM INFORMATION
Outdoor coats
NO DENIM
Jewellery
Trainers
Make-up / Hair

Tops
SUPPLIERS

Plain in colour and design, in keeping with the uniform. Reflective items for
safety purposes are encouraged. NO HOODIES ARE ALLOWED TO BE WORN WITH
THE ACADEMY UNIFORM AT ANY TIME.
No jewellery of any kind should be worn except for a watch, 1 pair of plain gold
or silver studs in the lobe of the ear. No facial or other piercing.
For wearing in Physical Education only, and must not be worn as part of normal
school wear.
Absolutely no make-up is allowed in Years 7, 8 and 9; discreet make-up is
permitted in Years 10 and 11.
All hair must be natural in colour; there must be no extreme styles and no
patterns or tram lines cut into the hair. Hair bands/scrunchies should be plain
dark colour only.
Fake tans are not allowed. False nails/extensions are not allowed.
Chewing gum is not permitted anywhere in the academy.
Mobile phones are not permitted anywhere on the academy site. They will be
confiscated and only returned to parents/carers.
Non-regulation sweatshirts, hoodies, sports tops and all denim items are forbidden.
Academy uniform with logo can only be obtained from the designated
suppliers as the Belfairs Academy logo is subject to copyright.

